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Classical models of the physiology of dystonia suggest that involuntary muscle

contractions are caused by inappropriately low activity in Globus Pallidus

internus (GPi) that fails to adequately inhibit thalamic inputs to cortex. We

test this prediction in three children with primary dystonia undergoing depth

electrode recording in basal ganglia and thalamus during selection of targets for

deep brain stimulation (DBS) implantation. We compare muscle activity to the

power in the spectrogram of the local field potential, as well as to counts of

identified spikes in GPi, subthalamic nucleus (STN), and the Ventral oralis

(VoaVop) and Ventral Anterior (VA) subnuclei of the thalamus, while subjects

are at rest or attempting to make active voluntary arm or leg reaching

movements. In all three subjects, both spectrogram power and spike activity

in GPi, STN, VoaVop, and VA are significantly positively correlated with

movement. In particular, GPi and STN both increase activity during

attempted movement. These results contradict the classical rate model of

the physiology of dystonia, and support more recent models that propose

abnormalities in the detailed pattern of activity rather than the overall lumped

activity of pallidum and thalamus.
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Introduction

The classical “rate”model of basal ganglia physiology in dystonia developed by Albin

and others has been built upon the known anatomical connections between striatum,

pallidum, subthalamus, and thalamus (1–3). Inhibitory projection neurons originating in

striatum and pallidum will hyperpolarize their targets in pallidum, subthalamus, and

thalamus, while excitatory projection neurons in subthalamus and thalamus will

depolarize their targets in pallidum and cortex. In primates, there is a division into
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direct and indirect pathways. The direct pathway includes

inhibitory projections from striatum to Globus Pallidus

internus (GPi) and from GPi to thalamus, followed by

excitatory projections from thalamus to cortex. The indirect

pathway includes inhibitory projections from striatum to

Globus Pallidus externus (GPe), from GPe to subthalamic

nucleus (STN), and from GPi to thalamus, with excitatory

projections from STN to GPi. Modifications of this model

over the past decades have recognized the important role of a

“hyperdirect” pathway from cortex to STN, as well as pathways

from STN to GPe, GPi to STN, and medial thalamic nuclei to

striatum. In all models, the final common pathway linking basal

ganglia to thalamus remains the inhibitory projection from GPi

to thalamus including the ventral oralis anterior and posterior

(VoaVop) and ventral anterior (VA) subnuclei (4, 5).

The patterns of excitatory and inhibitory connections suggest

what has been referred to as the classical “rate” model. This

simplicity of this model has led to widespread adoption, and it

has proven useful in the prediction of the physiology of

Parkinson’s disease, in which high firing rates in GPi are

thought to cause inappropriate inhibition of thalamic outputs

to cortex, thus leading to delayed movement initiation and

decreased speed of movement (bradykinesia) (2). The finding

of relatively lower firing rates in GPi during voluntary movement

in some patients with dystonia has led to the suggestion that

dystonia is due to the opposite problem: failure of inhibition of

thalamic outputs to cortex (6), thus potentially leading to

excessive involuntary muscle contractions (such as overflow,

co-contraction, or hyperkinetic movements) (1, 7). This

theory has been supported in recordings from healthy non-

human primates showing that GPi activity is typically very

high. It has also been supported by the observation that

electrical stimulation in GPi can ameliorate symptoms in

patients with dystonia.

However, important discrepancies in the application of the

classical model to dystonia have been noted (7, 8). Perhaps the

most significant is the observation that lesions in GPi also lead

to amelioration of dystonia, whereas the model would predict

that lesions would worsen dystonia. Another discrepancy is

that if reduction in activity in GPi initiates movement in the

healthy brain, then there is no mechanism for initiation of

activity in a brain with baseline low activity in GPi. Another

discrepancy is the observation that dystonic muscle activity is

almost always caused by or worsened by active attempts at

movement, whereas the classical model would predict the

presence of dystonia at rest. And an important missing

element of some models is the absence of a depolarizing

(excitatory) input to thalamus (1); without such an input,

thalamus will never activate and the hyperpolarizing

(inhibitory) inputs from GPi will have no effect (3).

We examine the predictions of the classical rate model by

making simultaneous recordings from high-impedance

electrodes in GPi, STN, VoaVop, and VA in three children

with primary dystonia. Recordings are performed as part of a

previously-reported novel targeting method in which temporary

externalized stereo electroencephalography (sEEG) depth

electrodes are implanted in potential DBS targets, and

children are tested with stimulation and recording while

awake and unrestrained (9, 10). This method eliminates the

effects of restrained movement (in the operating room with a

headframe) and sedation and partial anesthesia, and permits

prolonged testing with children awake, unrestrained,

unmedicated, and performing routine tasks of daily living in a

hospital room with parents and clinical staff present. Clinical

outcomes from this targeting method have been reported

elsewhere. Here we utilize recorded data obtained from the

sEEG electrodes during voluntary arm or leg reaching

movements in three children who previously underwent this

procedure.

Between one and ten high-impedance (70–90 kΩ) contacts
are present within each of the tested nuclei. Recordings are

analyzed both in the frequency domain using the power

spectral density (spectrogram) and in the time domain using

analysis of the spike rate. Spectrogram power and spike rates are

compared between rest and active movement.

Methods

Patient selection

Patients were selected for DBS surgery after being diagnosed

with primary (genetic) dystonia by a pediatric movement

disorder specialist (TDS) based on established criteria (11–13).

All patients had confirmed failure of symptomatic medical

therapies at adequate dosing, and potential stimulation

target(s) were identifiable with magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI). Patients or parents of minor patients provided Health

Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

authorization for the research use of protected health

information and written informed consent for surgical

procedures conforming to standard hospital practice, and for

research use of electrophysiological data before the procedure.

The research use of data was approved by the institutional review

board of the Children’s Health, Orange County (CHOC)

hospital. All surgical procedures and experiments took place

at Children’s Health Orange County (CHOC). In this study, we

report data from three children with primary dystonia who have

undergone DBS surgery in the Neuromodulation Unit (NMU).

See Table 1 for subject demographics.

Depth recordings

Up to 10 temporary AdTech MM16C depth electrodes

(AdTech Medical Instrument Corp., Oak Creek, WI,
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United States) were implanted in potential DBS targets using

procedures reported previously (9). Potential stimulation targets

were identified based on previous studies of clinical efficacy.

Targets are named based on Hassler’s terminology, and include

subthalamic nucleus (STN), globus pallidus internus (GPi), in

basal ganglia, ventral intermediate nucleus (VIM), ventral oralis

anterior/posterior (VoaVop), and ventral anterior nucleus (VA),

in thalamus. Each implanted electrode has ten high-impedance

(70–90 kΩ) micro contacts (50-µm diameter) that are arranged

in groups of two or three, spaced evenly around the

circumference of the electrode shaft in four rows. The leads

were connected to Adtech Cabrio™ connectors that include a

custom unity-gain preamplifier for each micro contact to reduce

noise and motion artifacts. All data used in this study were

recorded at the micro contacts and sampled at 24 kHz by a

custom recording system consisting of a PZ5M 256-channel

digitizer, RZ2 processor, and RS4 high speed data storage

(TDT, Tucker-Davis Technologies Inc., Alachua, FL,

United States).

In addition to local field potential (LFP) recordings, we

recorded muscle activity from 16 surface electromyography

(EMG) Trigno™ Avanti (Delsys Incorporated, Natick, MA)

sensors, attached to upper and lower extremities. We recorded

EMG signals from biceps, triceps, flexor carpi ulnaris, extensor

carpi radialis, gastrocnemius, tibialis, quadriceps, and

hamstrings bilaterally, to track the changes in muscles

activity with the brain activity. All EMG signals were

sampled at 2 kHz and the EMG system was synchronized

with the TDT using a pulse generator.

Movement task

Patients were asked to perform a voluntary reach to target

task with their less impaired upper limb while depth electrode

and EMG signals were recorded. In all cases, dystonia was present

in the tested limb, as evidenced by the presence of dystonic

postures interfering with expected performance of the task. The

reaching task consisted of a one-to-two-minute period of

voluntary reaching followed by 30 seconds of rest, for a total

of four to six consecutive trials. Movement and rest onset and

offset times were marked during the experiment. All data analysis

was performed in MATLAB R2020a (The MathWorks, Inc.,

Natick, MA, United States).

EMG signal processing

EMG signals were notch-filtered to eliminate 60 Hz

interference and band-pass filtered between 20 and 500 Hz.

They were then rectified and low pass filtered at 1 Hz to

extract the envelope of the EMG signal. Fourth-order

Butterworth filters were used throughout.

Time-frequency analysis of LFP recordings

The microelectrode LFP recordings were notch-filtered at

60 Hz and the first five harmonics. They were then high pass

filtered at 1 Hz to remove drift. The voltage difference

between each pair of micro contacts in each of the four

rows of a depth electrode were computed to remove

common noise from the signals and reveal the underlying

activity (bipolar montage) which results in eight different

recordings per lead.

To compute the spectrograms of the recorded non-

stationary signals, each signal was divided into segments

with sixty percent overlap using a Kaiser window with time

resolution of 3 seconds, and 0.7 leakage factor. Next, signals

were transformed into the frequency domain using a short-

time Fourier transform. Finally, the spectra of each segment

were computed to build the spectrograms. The spectrograms

were computed in two frequency ranges of 1–13 Hz (delta,

theta, and alpha) and 13–35 Hz (beta). This specific frequency

ranges are chosen as they are of standard frequency bands

used in frequency analysis of brain activity. Additionally, the

alpha and beta bands are important in other movement

disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, which involves

abnormality in alpha and beta band oscillations (7).

Spike analysis of LFP recordings

Spike analysis was performed on the micro contact

LFP recordings, using the bipolar montage, explained

earlier. Signals are bandpass filtered between 350 and

3,000 Hz using an 8th order Butterworth filter. A non-

linear energy operator (NEO) (14) was applied to the data

to aid in spike detection by enhancing sharp peaks in bipolar

LFP signals:

TABLE 1 Subject demographics.

Subject Mutation Symptoms Sex Age Bilateral depth electrode targets

S1 DYT1 Hypertonic and Hyperkinetic Dystonia F 16 VIM, VoaVop, STN, VA, GPi anterior

S2 KMT2B Hyperkinetic Dystonia M 12 GPi anterior, GPi posterior, VIM, VA, VoaVop, STN

S3 KMT2B Hyperkinetic Dystonia, Chorea M 10 GPi anterior, GPi posterior, VA, VIM, VoaVop, STN
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y t( ) � x2 t( ) − x t − 1( ) × x t + 1( )
where x(t) is a sample of the waveform at time t and y(t) is the

enhanced output. Spikes are characterized by localized high

frequencies and sharp increases in instantaneous energy.

These features are captured in the magnitude of the NEO,

which is large only when the signal is high in power [x2 (t) is

large] and high in frequency [x(t − 1) × x(t + 1) is small].

Peak detection was performed on the NEO, where the

amplitudes of detected peaks were between three and seventy

times the standard deviation of the noise. Following event

detection, wavelet decomposition was used to extract features

from detected events and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was

used to cluster detected events. Events with low probability of

belonging to any clusters were removed. Events associated with

the same cluster were identified as a “spike” belonging to the

same originating neuron(s), and average spike rates were

determined within the relevant intervals (movement or rest).

Because the impedance of the recording contacts is less

than 100 kΩ, it is likely that the identified spikes correspond

to multiple neuron clusters rather than to single units that

would be recorded with higher impedance electrodes.

Additionally, the spike clusters are identified by consistent

shapes. If there were variability in the cluster, the overall

shape would vary as well. A spike cluster likely represents a

stereotyped firing pattern from a group of nearby neurons.

Nevertheless, the spike rates are likely to parallel the neural

activity that would be obtained from higher impedance

recordings.

Statistical analysis

To measure the effect of movement on: 1) the average

power in two frequency bands, and 2) average spike rate,

a linear mixed effects model with repeated measures was fitted

to both spike firing rate and power in each band. Repeated

measures for the time-frequency analysis are the average power

in each frequency band for every 5 s of each period of voluntary

reaching and rest. Repeated measures for the spike analysis are

FIGURE 1
From top to bottom: raw LFP recording, spectrogram, and spike raster of GPi, STN, VoaVop, and VA for subject 1. The bottomplot demonstrates
left biceps EMG recording as an example in order to highlight voluntary reaching task and rest periods. Spectrogram results show increased power in
voluntary reaching task periods compared to resting periods. Spike rasters show increased neural activity in voluntary reaching task periods
compared to resting periods.
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the average firing rates for each voluntary reaching and rest

period.

The model for the time frequency analysis consists of

condition (active versus rest), frequency range ([1–13] and

[13–35] Hz), and their interactions as fixed effects. Subject

intercept was included as a random effect, and by-subject

random slopes were the frequency range.

The model for average spike rate analysis consists of the

condition as the fixed effect, while the random effect was

assumed to be the subject intercept. All the statistical analyses

were done using the lme4 (15) and emmeans (16) packages in

R-studio (R core team, 2021).

Results

Figure 1 shows time-frequency and spike analyses of LFP

recordings for subject 1. Raw bipolar LFP recordings,

spectrograms, and spike rasters are displayed from top to

bottom for contralateral GPi, STN, VoaVop, and VA. Figure 1

also includes an example EMG recording from the left biceps to

highlight the voluntary reaching and rest period. Results from the

spectrogram analysis suggest a clear trend in power, where power

is increased during the reaching task in frequencies from 1 to

35 Hz and decreased in rest periods in all target locations. In

particular, power starts to increase as the patient starts one period

of voluntary reaching and subsequently decreases as the patient is

in rest. Additionally, raster plots in all target locations illustrate

increased spiking activity in voluntary reaching task periods in

comparison to resting states. The observations are consistent

among all the three subjects.

The linear mixed effects model was fitted on data from each

brain region separately for group analysis. The explained

variance of the models are shown in Table 2. We performed a

pairwise comparison between the rest versus the active state to

test for significance of increases in firing rates and power for each

frequency range. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) using type II

Wald chi-square test, with 95% confidence interval was

performed on the linear models, and showed a significant

difference between the active versus the resting state

(Pr(>chisq) < 0.0001) for all brain regions tested.

We then computed the log of the ratio between active and resting

state powers for each frequency range. This measure is significantly

different from zero for both frequency ranges. The results are shown

in Figure 2 for each patient. The average spike rates in both active

and resting states for all three patients are shown in Figure 3.

TABLE 2 Statistical results of the linear mixed-effect model for group analysis.

Group analysis results Power analysis Firing rate analysis

R2 p-value R2 p-value

GPi 0.49 p < 0.001 0.42 p < 0.001

STN 0.76 p = 0.001 0.22 p < 0.001

VA 0.68 p < 0.001 0.53 p < 0.001

VoaVop 0.88 p < 0.001 0.34 p < 0.001

FIGURE 2
Ratio of active to rest average power in frequency ranges 1–13 Hz and 13–35 Hz for three patients are shown by different shapes in GPi, STN, VA,
and VoaVop. The group analysis shows that log power ratio is significant for all of them.
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Discussion

The classical rate model of basal ganglia function predicts

that STN and GPi activity will be low and thalamic activity will be

high during movement, and that STN and GPi activity will be

high and thalamic activity will be low at rest (2, 17). While the

predictions for VoaVop and VA subnuclei of the thalamus are

supported by our results, the predictions for STN and GPi are

contradicted. Our results are in agreement with prior results in

monkeys showing increases in GPi activity from rest to

movement, with maintained high GPi activity during

movement and voluntary posture (18–21).

The rate model is known to have significant problems when

applied to dystonia (7, 8), and we suggest several possible ways to

address the results shown by our data. Most importantly, the

classical model is incomplete because it does not posit a

stimulatory (depolarizing) input to thalamus, and without

excitation of thalamus, GPi inhibition would have no effect

(There is no point in inhibiting a neuron that never fires.)

Although GPi and GPe also receive primary inhibitory input

from both striatum and pallidum, both structures also receive

excitatory input from STN. The primary excitatory input to

thalamus arises from cerebral cortex, and we suggest that

augmenting the model with an excitatory cortical-thalamic-

cortical loop provides an explanation for the increased

thalamic firing during movement (7). In this case, the role of

the GPi is to selectively inhibit this loop at the thalamus,

effectively “sculpting” the thalamo-cortical loop. This

mechanism is supported by lesion studies showing involuntary

antagonist muscle activity resulting from lesions of GPi (22, 23).

Dystonia could arise, similarly to the classical model, from

insufficient inhibition of parts of this loop. In this augmented

model, GPi would only need to inhibit the loop when thalamus is

activated, consistent with our results. The deficit in dystonia

would then be either insufficient inhibition (GPi increases rate

with movement, but not enough) or an incorrect pattern of

inhibition (7, 24) (GPi increases rate with movement but does

not properly sculpt the thalamic activity). This proposal is

consistent with the finding of abnormal sensory responses in

thalamus, consistent with failure of inhibition of cortical

inputs (25).

It is worth noting that the suggested dichotomy in which

Parkinsonism represents decreased activity while dystonia

represents increased activity is an oversimplification that may

also be contributing to contradictions with the classical model

(6). Although dystonia was originally classified as a hyperkinetic

disorder, it shares features common to both hyperkinetic

disorders (dyskinesia, Huntington’s chorea) and hypokinetic

disorders (rigidity, bradykinesia) (7). In children, a

combination of parkinsonism and dystonia is typically present

in conditions of low dopamine (e.g., dopa-responsive dystonia)

or diffuse hypoxic injury (e.g., dyskinetic cerebral palsy) (26).

EMG recordings from both Parkinsonism and dystonia

demonstrate slow rates of contraction and change in

contraction levels (27, 28) and both Parkinsonism and

dystonia have hyperkinetic components that can include

tremor and dyskinesia. Therefore, while electrophysiological

data continue to support increased activity in GPi in

parkinsonism compared with dystonia, both disorders may

include a failure of appropriate inhibition of thalamo-cortical

loops that includes both insufficient inhibition of unwanted

movement and insufficient disinhibition of intended

movement. Such similarities would be consistent with the

observation that DBS in either GPi or STN as well as

dopaminergic medication can ameliorate symptoms in both

disorders.

Our results appear to contradict recordings from human and

non-human primate models of dystonia that typically show very

FIGURE 3
The average firing rate of resting versus voluntary reaching state for three subjects and the regression line in GPi, STN, VA, and VoaVop. The
group analysis shows a significant increased firing rate during voluntary reaching period in GPi, STN, VA, and VoaVop.
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high GPi activity at rest (1), inconsistent with the rate model. We

suggest three hypotheses to explain this discrepancy. First, it is

possible that non-human primates and humans have different

patterns of activity in basal ganglia. Second, we only obtain

recordings from human patients with severe disease, whereas

the non-human primate recordings are typically made in healthy

animals. Third, a non-human primate strapped into a recording

apparatus with head immobilized may not be truly at rest, and

ongoing isometric force exerted against the seating system and

head immobilization systemmay not always be evident but could

nevertheless lead to baseline activation of deep brain regions

associated with movement or posture.

The results presented here include several important

weaknesses. First, we tested only three children, and although

all three have a genetic origin of their dystonia, the specific

mutations are different. This suggests that the phenomena we

observed are not confined to a single cause of primary dystonia,

but whether this is a general feature of all patients (children and

adults) with these or other forms of dystonia is not known.

Second, we tested only reaching movements, and it is possible

that patterns seen during other activities such as ambulation,

speaking, eating, or isometric movements would be different.

Third, the specific electrodes we use have impedances

(70–90 kΩ) that are much less than typically used for

extracellular recording (typically 1 MΩ or more) and thus

could lead to different phenomena. In particular, the “spikes”

that we observe probably do not represent single neuron

depolarizations and are likely to be formed from stereotyped

firing patterns of groups of neurons near the recording contacts.

Fourth, we cannot determine the relationship between GPi firing

and dystonic components of movement because it is not possible

to separate dystonic from voluntary components of movement in

our paradigm. From a theoretical point of view, our results do not

shed light on the involvement of dopamine (29), sensory

pathways (30–33), cerebellum (34–36), or other structures in

the causes of dystonia.

Despite these limitations, our results support an overall

increase in GPi firing from rest to movement in children with

primary dystonia. This is an important observation for

understanding the nature of dystonia and the mechanism of

function of interventions including medications and DBS

surgery. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that it

is the pattern of GPi outputs rather than the average firing rate

that is abnormal in dystonia (7, 24), and that this pattern may

include both inappropriate inhibition of desired thalamic activity

as well as inappropriate disinhibition of unwanted thalamic

activity. Confirmation of this hypothesis in a larger cohort of

patients with more varied causes of dystonia will be important for

further understanding and improved treatment of this

debilitating disorder.
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